Dikshya Shree Rath: Reliance Jio Infocomm

Q: Are you satisfied with the company you are placed in or you
expected a better company?
A: Expected a super dream job though, but reliance being a core company,
I am happy and satisfied.
Q: Were there any challenges that you faced in the beginning of the
placement season?
A: Being a student of Electronics department, had lost touch from coding
languages, so all companies asked that and it was quite tough to cope up
with the CS people to get through.
Q: Were you rejected by any other company? If yes, what could be the
possible reasons?
A: Yes was rejected by 7 companies before this. Mostly due to lack of apt
coding skills. Had qualified till the last round of Tata Motors and got
through Reliance. Both are core companies.
Q: How many levels were there in the selections procedure of this
company?
A: 1) Technical written test (offline)
2) Aptitude and logical reasoning test
3) Psychometric test
4) Personal Interviews
Q: What preparations did you make to get through the written
rounds?

A: Practiced Aptitude questions rigorously for a week, Learnt the basics of
communication technologies and the topics which were probable to come
(had done a search regarding the previous recruitment procedures) and
had gone through the technical questions from various placement
preparation aiding sites like indiabix.com, placementexpress.com etc.
Q: What preparations did you make to get through the GD rounds?
A: There was no GD rounds here.
Q: What preparations did you make to get through the
Interview rounds?
A: Done exhaustive study on Global System for Mobile communications,
Code Division Multiple Access technologies along with Internet Protocol
networking technologies ,3G and 4G evolution and latest trends in them.
IMS, IP MPLS, OSS/BSS, Cloud Computing, Optical Networks.
Q: Any tips or suggestions for the juniors?
A: Be in touch with coding languages like C, C++. Practice Aptitude and
Logical reasoning from starting of summer itself. Try to research on the
previous papers of various companies, gives a lot of idea on how to
prepare. There are a lot of internet sites which can help on this.
(placementexpress.com, indiabix.com, GeeksforGeeks)
Q: Can you briefly explain your overall experience of the placement
season?
A: It was exhausting, but worth the wait. A learning experience after getting
rejected from various companies and improving at each step. The support
of friends was a major factor in getting through the tough times.

